
A better way to capture and present 
crime and crash scene evidence.

What is the OSCR360 Solution?
Capture entire scenes and the chain of events in full 360 degrees. Bring the facts of the scene to life using supporting 
multimedia evidence les to create a compelling walk through presentation. OSCR360 was built from your voice by 
collaborating with Law Enforcement and Prosecuting Attorneys.

www.L-Tron.com/OSCR360

OSCR360 was used in the prosecution of Jonathan 
Ortiz for Murder in the Second Degree: 

“ The jury was able to see the witness's vantage point of 
the events that occurred. The witness was able to 
articulate where all of the parties involved in the crime 
were located through the use of the 360.”  Julie M. Hahn

During closing arguments by the prosecution in the Craig 
Rideout murder trial, OSCR360 was used to deliver a 
visual walk through of the people’s case. This visual 
walk-through tied critical pieces of  evidence back to each 
of the four defendants, enabling the jury to view the crime 
in its entirety, not in bits and pieces.  It was powerful; every 
juror experienced the same view of the facts.
  

OSCR360 Use Cases:

For more information contact Trevor DiMarco, Director of Solutions 
800-830-9523 x151, Trevor.DiMarco@L-Tron.com



Simple & Easy to Use
No post production required.
No training required. Easily create & present the 
crime scene walk through with the OSCR App.

Prevent Scene Contamination & Scene Trampling
Quickly shoot crime scene photos and show
command staff instantly on the OSCR tablet.

Save Time
Quickly complete your evidence collection. 
Capture an entire house in under 15 minutes.
No post production required.

Keep Ancillary Evidence in one Container
Incorporate multi-media evidence les into 
your presentation with the desktop app and 
preserve it forever.

Improve Officer Safety
Reduce time officers are at crash, collision and other 
dangerous scenes.

Purpose Built for any size Municipality or 
Prosecuting Attorney
OSCR360 is made in the USA.

Show the facts, close the case, justice is served.

www.L-Tron.com/OSCR360
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